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This guide is brought to you by Ali & Caroline, owners of The
Solar Branco Eco Estate and patrons of The Ocean Azores
Foundation.

We started writing this guide for guests visiting the island back
in 2019 as there seemed to be no concise guide available to
show the best of the island, as well as help to support local
producers and business owners. As more and more people
visited The Gin Library we expanded the guide to include
selected experiences and more things to do and see.

The guide is a constant work in progress. If you have any tips or
feedback that you would like to share with us this would be
gratefully received and you can contact me here.

This guide aims to help you ﬁnd the very best of the Azores,
from the well known attractions to hidden and locals only spots.
Content comes from a number of open platform sources as well
as guest feedback. Please note we cannot guarantee places are
open or timings.

I hope this guide helps you to see the best of the Azores.

Ali & Caroline
Find out more about The Solar Branco Eco Estate here and The
Ocean Azores Foundation here. We would love to welcome you
for a Baleia Gin & Tonic at The Gin Library,

If you would like to help other visitors to the island to hear about The Solar Branco Eco Estate and The Gin Library, please consider leaving a review on Google
https://bit.ly/3TgforQ or Tripadvisor http://bit.ly/39L79gp
From Ali, Caroline, the team at The Solar Branco Eco Estate and all of the rescue animals we thank you for your support.

MEET THE TEAM
You can meet the team here and more of the animals that live on the estate and our rescue work here
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THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE
Complementing our luxury accommodation on our eco estate

Sustainable aspects of the property Our property aims to look

and unique cultural experiences, is The Gin Library. Home to

at every aspect of sustainability, from the impact that our day

the one of the largest collections of gin in the world. We are

to day running has on the local environment to how we can

the creators of Baleia Gin, distilled here on São Miguel. A gin

support and grow the local economy through sustainable

created from the ocean, for the ocean. With a commitment to

tourism.

sustainable tourism in the region, and supporting our
charitable arm The Ocean Azores Foundation.

Each of our buildings has being carefully restored, sourcing
materials from local craftspeople and employing local staff,

The hotel and our in-house created g

in brand, Baleia will

from building masons to architects. We are also integrating

support the Ocean Azores Foundation. The aim is to be able

world leading energy and resource saving tools and

to support projects protecting and promoting the ocean that

measurement devices to help us run as energy efﬁciently as

surrounds these beautiful islands.

possible.

Projects we are looking at include working towards certifying

We hope that by making a small contribution, whether it be

the Azores as an internationally recognised Whale Heritage

from each night at the hotel, or from a gin and tonic, we can

site, as well as a platform to track and monitor whales and

fund meaningful projects for the environment and wider

dolphins, involving the local community and whale watching

community. We also hope that we can inspire others to look at

companies.

what they can do.

Low Carbon Luxury Sustainability does not mean forgoing
luxury, it means making a careful and conscious balance in what
we do each day, and the impact we have on the environment.
Taking a moment out to consciously buy and consume local
products, improving our own wellbeing as well as those who live
and work in the Azores.
The Solar Branco Eco Estate is proud to be a leader in this
growing movement. Our hotel and experiences eschew exotic or
unnecessary products and foods, opting for local over global and
removing unnecessary plastic from all areas of the hotel.
Enjoy Azorean wine on arrival as you sit back and watch the
sunset over the green hills to the ocean beyond. Feast on our
free-range, fresh eggs from the ladies who roam on the estate.
Turn your phone off. Breathe. Take some time for yourself.

THE LEGEND OF SENHOR RAPOSA
THE LEGEND OF THE GENTLEMAN WHO BUILT THE
SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE - Built in the 1800s by a
gentlemen known only as Senhor Raposa, a wealthy Azorean
citrus trader. The name SOLAR, meaning large white country
house and BRANCO, Portuguese for white.

A perfect Portuguese gentlemen, always in a 3 piece suit, and
a G&T in hand. He would hold the attention of a crowd at the
bar, all enthralled with his stories and tales of his exotic
homeland, an island far, far away, in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean, known as Sao Miguel.

The legend of Senhor Raposa is a long and storied one,
almost lost to the foggy memories of time. Born on the island
of Sao Miguel in the Azores. He was a curious child, running
across the island of Sao Miguel on his own, discovering new
sights and places. At school he would always be in trouble
his teachers with his mischief as he looked out of the school
window, dreaming about a wide world of adventure.

But no matter what London had to offer, his mind wanders
constantly at night in search of further adventure. And so, in
his 30’s he leaves the dull, grey skies of London to travel the
world. Following the stars in the sky he sails endlessly in
search of adventure. From Japan to the humid streets of
Singapore, European cities to discovering the wilds of the
new world of America. Eventually he returns to the Azores,
his birthplace. Now a wealthy man, unrecognisable as the
pequena raposa who sailed away all those years ago.

Follow the journey of Senhor Raposa and the clues to ﬁnd our
Ropsa inspired secret drinking den, hidden in one of the
buildings on the estate.

But remember, only friends of Senhor Raposa who have the

Early one foggy morning as the sun rose, aged just 15, he
jumped aboard a citrus boat to England instead of going to
school that day. Here he made his fortune in the citrus trade
between The Azores and London. He became the purveyor of
exotic fruits and rose to the heights of the sophisticated
English party scene.
In 1861, aged just 15, he jumped aboard a citrus boat to
England instead of going to school that day. Here he made
his fortune in the citrus trade between The Azores and
London. He became the purveyor of exotic fruits and rose to
the heights of the sophisticated English party scene.

With him he brings his favourite cocktail, The Gin & Tonic,
created with the best botanicals from around the world. He
shares these drinks with his friends in his secret drinking den.
These evenings of gin fuelled liberation go late into the night,
and members of these events become known as Sociedade
das Raposas, the society of foxes.
And so he lived in a large white country estate upon a hill
overlooking Ponta Delgada. Surrounded by curiosities
accumulated on his travels across the globe. To this day, no
one knows his true identity, the gentlemen known only as
Senhor Raposa, Mr Fox.

password may gain entry.

AZORES: THE BASICS
Location & Flights The Azores is an archipelago of 9 islands

The weather A constant point of discussion by locals and

Don’t get lost! The best way to ﬁnd your way around the islands

located in the Atlantic Ocean. A short 4 hour ﬂight from the

visitors alike. Here, locals will tell you that you can “get all 4

is by using Google Maps. If you need data then you can buy a 1

US mainland or the UK and Germany. Less than 2 hours from

seasons in 1 day.” And this is true. While the sunshines in one

month SIM data pass from MEO or Vodafone that will work in

Lisbon and Porto make this a perfect holiday destination

part of the island it can be raining in another!

your phone to help you get around.

Beaches The Azores is not a “white” sandy beach place to

Currency & ATMS The currency of the Azores is the same as

Popular times to visit The most popular season for tourism is

visit. The sand is volcanic soil and is black. It should also be

the rest of the European Union, Euros €. ATMs and credit cards

March - September when generally the weather is most

noted that lifeguards are only active during the summer

are also widely accepted.

temperate.

Restaurants There are many wonderful restaurants on the

WiFi There are many WIFI spots in each main city center and

islands. Booking in advance is recommended during the

most restaurants, hotels and cafes offer free WIFI.

season on the bigger beaches. The currents and waves can
be stronger than you might expect so be prepared.

How many islands should I visit? The rule is 1 island for 1

summer season.

week and then 2 more per week after that. Sao Miguel is the
main island and this makes a great place to launch onto other
islands.

Tipping While not common in Portugal and the Azores, a top of
Voltage and electrics The Azores uses electricity at 220-240V,
sockets.

Hiring a car Hire cars are plentiful on the island and you can
pick one up at the airport or from your hotel. Some of the
roads are narrow and we recommend hiring an automatic.
However, these are not as common so should be hired in
advance.

Getting around We recommend hiring a car to see the most
of the islands.

10% will be appreciated by any member of staff.

50Hz, with European standard Europlug and Schuko plug
Police & Medical While we hope this will not be needed, the
police can be reached on 112. The hospitals are free / extremely
cheap should you need to visit and Sao Miguel also has a private
hospital should you wish to use this in Lagoa with an emergency
center.

FIND OUT MORE:

CETACEANS OF THE AZORES

THE AZORES SUPPORT MORE THAN ONE THIRD OF THE
WORLD’S WHALE AND DOLPHIN SPECIES, WHICH LIVE IN
THESE WATERS OR PASS THROUGH ON SEASONAL
MIGRATIONS.

15 SPECIES OF WHALES IN
THE AZORES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

SPERM WHALE
BLUE WHALE
FIN WHALE
SEI WHALE
MINKE WHALE
HUMPBACK WHALE
BRYDE’S WHALE
NORTHERN BOTTLENOSE
WHALE
DWARF SPERM WHALE
PYGMY SPERM WHALE
CUVIER’S BEAKED WHALE
SOWERBY’S BEAKED WHALE
BLAINEVILLE'S BEAKED WHALE
GERVAIS BEAKED WHALE
TRUE'S BEAKED WHALE

10 SPECIES OF DOLPHINS
IN THE AZORES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN
COMMON DOLPHIN
PILOT WHALE
RISSOS DOLPHIN
ORCA / KILLER WHALE
FALSE KILLER WHALE
ATLANTIC SPOTTED DOLPHIN
STRIPED DOLPHIN
ROUGH-TOOTHED DOLPHIN
FRASER'S DOLPHIN

Source: Lisa Steiner - Whale Watch Azores

9 ISLANDS. 1 OCEAN
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABLE WHALE
WATCHING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES AT OCEANAZORES.ORG

Source: Insight Guides

OCEAN AZORES

FOUNDATION
LAST UPDATED SUMMER 2022

GO WHALE WATCHING & DIVING SUSTAINABLY
YOUR CHOICE MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO THE MAJESTIC CREATURES
THAT LIVE IN THE WATERS OF THE AZORES.
FIND OUT MORE AT

OCEANAZORES.ORG

THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES ARE APPROVED AND WORK IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE OCEAN AZORES
FOUNDATION
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WHALE WATCHING: THE RULES
Fundamental rules:

Whale watching companies must not:

- Do not exceed the speed of the animals in more than

- To get closer than 50 metres from any cetacean amd to

2 knots, keeping it steady

remain in a 500 metres radius around an animal or group of
animals that are motionless, resting or in labor.

- The boats should sail parallel to each other,
positioning themselves on a 60º angle, behind the

- To provoke the separation of the group of animals, mainly

animals

the calves

- Avoid direction and heading changes

- To approach whale calves when alone on the surface, as
well as to approach whales with small calves, less than 100

- Maintain a parallel course, slightly behind de

metres

animals, so they may keep a 180º angle free ahead of
them

- The presence of more than 3 boats, in a 300 metres radius
in the presence of dolphins, and 500 metres in the presence

- Avoid noises in the proximity of the animals that may

of whales.

disturb or attract them
- To remain in the observation area beyond 30 minutes
- Whenever the animals show signs of disturbance,
the boats should move beyond the observation area,

- The use of sonar, including the area outsider the

behind the animals

observation zone.

- ABSOLUTELY NO swimming with the whales

- The use of underwater motorised vehicles, in the area close

(without a government approved licence)

to the animals

- Drone footage is FORBIDDEN (without a

- To chase the animals or To feed the animals

government approved licence)
- Pollute the ocean with solid or liquid residues

With thanks to Azores Experiences for the information

WHEN IN DOUBT: ASK!
Reputable whale watching companies will be more than
happy to outline their processes and the laws regulating
whale watching.

By asking questions you can help ensure that all companies
adhere to the rules of whale watching.

Any doubts, questions or feedback please email:
ali@solarbranco.com

With thanks to Azores Experiences for the information

SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS
Swimming with dolphins is allowed in the Azores
with registered whale watching providers. There are
questions to whether this is an ethical experience or
not. The impact on the dolphins needs more
research and until we know more, we do not
encourage this type of activity.
IF YOU DO GO SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS: ASK
AND ENSURE that your operator is not putting you in
the water with a nursery group. This can cause both
the mothers and calves stress and can lead to less
suckling and resting times. Ultimately this has the
potential to kill the calf.
Any doubts, questions or feedback please email:
ali@solarbranco.com

9 ISLANDS. 1 OCEAN
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABLE WHALE
WATCHING AND OTHER ACTIVITIES AT OCEANAZORES.ORG

OCEAN AZORES

FOUNDATION
LAST UPDATED SUMMER 2022

DRONE FILMING OF WHALES IS ILLEGAL
You need to apply for a special license to use a drone to ﬁlm whales in the waters
of the Azores. It is extremely difﬁcult to gain approval unless it is for a research
project. All licenses are approved through the government of the Azores.

IF YOU SEE A BOAT OR ANYONE FILMING WITH A DRONE. TAKE A PHOTO AND
REPORT IT!

Drone photo taken under license from the Azorean Govt by Nuno Sa

THE MUST SEE PLACES
Lagoa das Sete Cidades (Sete Cidades Lake) A favourite

Miradouro da Boca do Inferno While the view from Vista do

spot to head to for many guests is the Sete Cidades area.

Rei is inspiring, the one from Miradouro da Boca do Inferno will

Here you will ﬁnd beautiful hiking trails, as well as the two

make your jaw drop. Have you ever felt goosebumps when

beautiful lakes which contain different colours due to the

arriving at a beautiful place? If so, it will probably happen here

minerals in the ground. From the top of the vista, you can see

again. From up there, apart from the crazy views of the

one is green and one is blue, which according to legend, were

mountains and the sea in the background, two other lagoons

formed from the tears of a shepherd and a princess who

are visible: Rasa and Santiago in a complete 360-degree

shared a forbidden love Google Maps

nature experience. The view is wide open to the entire volcanic

- Insider tip: Get up and check the weather. If clear, head here

crater of Sete Cidades, formed 22,000 years ago. Google Maps

ﬁrst. Crowds start to gather from 10:00 onwards all day.
Santa Iria A short drive down the road from the tea plantation
Monte Palace Hotel Vista do Rei is also the location for an

is the Santa Iria lookout point. The views of the jagged cliffs

abandoned hotel. Built in the 70s and operational for less

along the north coast of the island are truly breathtaking, and it

than 2 years, this is now a popular site to get an even better

is one of the most beautiful places to watch the sunset Google

perspective over the lake. You can freely explore the building

Maps

as long as you’re careful with the debris (the building has had
no maintenance). Make sure you go to the top ﬂoor for a
superb open view Google Maps

Lagoa do Fogo (Fogo Lake) High up in the mountains, inside
the crater of an extinct volcano, lies the gorgeous Lagoa do
Fogo (Fogo Lake). You’ll get spectacular photos from the

Miradouro da Ponta do Sossego and Ponta da Madrugada

roadside viewpoint on a clear day, but if you’ve got the time

Located in the municipality of Nordeste in the northeast point

and mobility, it’s worth the steep half-hour descent to visit the

of the island, these viewpoints are prime locations to see

lake as well. Part of a nature reserve, the area is protected from

breathtaking views of the coastline at sunrise.

development and feels truly unspoiled. Few other people make
the effort to hike down there, so you’ll likely have the sandy

Terra Nostra Garden and Thermal Pool located in the centre
of the Furnas Valley, Terra Nostra Park is one of the largest
and oldest gardens in the Azores whose history is connected
to the transformation of Furnas into a world-renowned health
and tourist retreat.

shoreline to yourself. As you’d expect from such an isolated
spot, there are absolutely no facilities at Lagoa do Fogo Google
Maps

Furnas One of the most intriguing features in Furnas is Caldeiras
da Lagoa das Furnas, the geothermal hot spot near the edge of
the lake. (You’ll need to pay a small entrance fee. The process is a
little confusing. You get a ticket from the booth on your drive in,
but have to pay the nominal fee at a small house-like structure
near the lake. You’ll then provide your proof of payment at the
booth in order to exit.) Despite that, the walk along the boardwalk
over the geothermal area is other-worldly. The smell of sulfur can
be a bit off-putting, but the actuality of what you are observing is
far more signiﬁcant.

Ribeira dos Caldeirões Nestled deep in the mountains in the
northeastern part of São Miguel you'll ﬁnd the rushing waterfalls
and picturesque mills of Ribeira das Caldeirões park nestled in
between the lush ravines. Perfect for photo ops or a canyoning
adventure, this park is well worth a visit for anyone who wants to
appreciate the natural beauty of the island.

Ponta da Ferraria is a spa and bathing site with therapeutic hot
water springs that has been popular among locals since the
ﬁfteenth century. Visit this beautiful cove for a swim in the natural
thermal ocean pool and be sure to stop for photos of the nearby
lighthouse on your way.

The Gin Library We might be a little biased but this is THE must
see place on the island. Housing Europe’s largest gin collection,
with over 600 bottles. Even better, you get a free gin masterclass
if you bring a craft gin that isn’t in the collection Google Maps

INSIDER TIPS
Want to check off all the sights on São Miguel? Use our

Get to Sete Cidades and Lagoa da Fogo before breakfast! If

Nordeche lighthouse and ﬁshing village A perfect spot located on

handy map to see everything over 5 days. Access the map

the weather is good then go early and beat the crowds.

the tip of the island to get away from the hustle and bustle of the

here

Take-away breakfast can be made for you so you can eat on

island. The lighthouse offers some amazing views of the ocean

the go. If you arrive after 10:30 the place is packed and you

and the tiny ﬁshing village is as remote as you can get. Note: The

won’t get such a good photo. But you may have to go more

road down is steep and narrow (and when we say steep we

than once. Following on from the advice above, if you want the

mean steep!) The best option is to leave your car in the village at

perfect photo you may have to visit more than once to beat the

the top of the hill and walk down or have a guide drive you there.

The farmers market (Thursdays only) A real locals only
place, this is the weekly meet-up for the farmers of the
Azores. You will ﬁnd only local and organic products here.
While the livestock might not be easy to get on the plane, the

clouds...

Azorean pineapples can be picked up here at very reasonable
prices Google Maps

The old spring well and bottling factory Shut down in the
late 80’s this abandoned factory is where spring water was

Queijaria Furnense A local cheese made in the natural spring
The Abandoned chapel at Furnas Lake This is a beautiful,

waters. Great cheese shop and cafe where you can also enjoy

abandoned chapel on the banks of Lake Furnas. Often

their homemade ice creams Google Maps

overlooked, the chapel is a place of peace and quiet, in honor of
a local woman who fell ill and passed away Google Maps

collected for the islands bottled water. A tap connecting the

house, it’s a cleverly designed power-sub station. Why? Who

spring still works and you are welcome to collect the water. It

Walk around the perimeter of Furnas Lake Many, many people

is completely safe to drink and has natural carbon as well as

come to the Azores and make the mistake of rushing around to

a slightly mineral taste Google Maps

see every place and get a photo. Our advise, take a picnic
basket and walk around the lake. You’ll need a couple of hours

The Pond Brasserie / Bar - This is a locals only place for a

and a sunny day Google Maps

beer (or two.) Walk through the front door and grab a beer.
Google Maps

Casa Invertida It looks like an upside down house. But it’s not a
knows, but it is worth a photo if you are in the area Google Maps

The only winery on São Miguel Check out Quinta da jardinete for
a special tour and tasting at the islands only winery. This is a
great place to walk around and then taste some really nice white
and Rose wines. Mario and Ricardio are super friendly hosts

White Castle (Castelo Branco ) A two-storey tower in the
shape of a medieval Fortis. Simply stunning views from the top,
you can see Furnas lake and Villa Franca do Compo. Google
Maps

Google Maps

EXPERIENCES AT THE ESTATE

AZR GIN MASTERCLASS
Taste the local gins

BALEIA TASTING
Meet the creator of Baleia

FREE GIN MASTERCLASS
Bring us a new gin

WINE TASTING
Taste the best Azores wines

VEGAN COZIDO
Enjoy volcano cooked dinner

Your gin tasting takes you
through the very best gins from
the Azores and Portugal.

Named after the Portuguese
word for whale, Baleia is
distilled on the island of São
Miguel.

Free Gin!? Yes. Join us for a gin
masterclass, bring a craft gin
we don’t have in the collection.

Join us for a wine tasting at the
historic Solar Branco Eco Estate,
above the town of Livramento.

Enjoy one of the most unique and
exciting meals - Cozido das
Furnas. A meal cooked in a
volcano.

Website

Website

Website

Website

Website

Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Gin Library are not permitted to bring
babies or children under 16.

RECOMMENDED PARTNER EXPERIENCES

WANDERLUST PHOTOS
Instagram photo tour

JAPANESE MASSAGE
Rest & relax

SHINRIN YOKU AZORES
Wellness

SUNSET TOUR & GIN
Watch the sunset

AZOREAN ACTIVE
Adventure Tours

Get your phone and camera
ready and capture the
landscape beauty of São Miguel
Island, with your professional
photographer and also local
renowned Instagrammer.

Enjoy a Japanese Seirai
massage as you breathe in
fresh Atlantic air of the Azores.
This private space is perfect for
a solo traveller or couple to
enjoy.

Put your phone down and
reconnect with yourself and
nature as you take a gentle,
thoughtful walk through the
Azorean countryside.

Take a tour across the island
and watch the sunset with a
G&T in hand. Couple tours and
groups welcome.

São Miguel is known as the
Green Island for good reason.
This is a great way to get out
and see the Jurassic inspired
island as you dive through
forests to waterfalls.

Website

Website

Website

Website

Website

Strictly adults only. Guests visiting The Gin Library are not permitted to bring
babies or children under 16.

CHECK OUT OUR 5-DAY TRIP MAP HERE

PONTA DELGADA
Tourist Ofﬁce The people here are friendly and love the

Avenida do Mar Ponta Delgada has a beautiful harbour, and

Quiosque Jardim Just above the main hustle and bustle of the

Azores and helping tourists. If you need a place to start this is

you can walk along at both street and marina level. You will

town, you will ﬁnd a small urban park with a coffee stand.

as good as any Google Maps

ﬁnd restaurants and whale watching shops as well as coffee

Serving drinks as well this is a perfect place to people watch and

stalls.

take a few minutes of quiet relaxation Google Maps

Praça Gonçalo Velho Cabral / Gates to the city The three
arches you see in the Praça de Gonçalo Velho are part of the

Jardim Antonio Borges The António Borges Garden are pretty

original (1783) gates to the city, which once stood by the old

gardens with just over 2.5 hectares of outdoor space. Many

harbor wall. The statue is of the man after whom the square

exotic trees and a lake give the place a quiet and almost

is named – supposedly the discoverer of both São Miguel and

undiscovered feel. There is a small cafe at one of the entrances

Santa Maria Google Maps

and the gardens are free to walk around Google Maps

Mercado da Graça (Grace’s market) For a taste of the

Antero de Quental Garden This garden pays homage to

Azores, head to the Mercado da Graça on Rua do Mercado.

Antero de Quental (1841-1892), one of the leading ﬁgures in

This daily farmer’s market (closed on Sundays) offers a

19th-century Portuguese literature, who was born on the

variety of traditional and exotic fruits, vegetables, and ﬁsh.

island of São Miguel. It contains a monument alluding to the life

Next door is the O Rei Dos Queijos, a speciality shop attached

and work of this famous poet. The garden is decorated with

to the market that sells cheese, traditional sweet bread, and

features that are typical of the “art deco” style, particularly

other products made throughout the Azores island Google

noticeable in the railings and the design of the pathways,

Maps

which lend a special atmosphere to this leisure area Google
Maps

VILA FRANCA
Ilhéu de Vila Franca do Campo The Ilhéu of Vila Franca do
Campo is one of the biggest attractions on the island. Within
the volcano is a natural swimming pool, circular in its interior
Between June and September you can visit by using the
service between the Port of Vila Franca do Campo and Ilhéu
(note you have to buy tickets in advance and they are limited
in number – Book here) Google Maps
- Insider tip: Book this though your hotel or online. Tickets sell
out well in advance during the summer and then you have to
que from 08:00 onwards. First blat leaves at 09:30

Castelo Branco This is a must visit on the island. The lookout is
the perfect spot for a photo or just a relaxing place to take in
the clean air of the islands Google Maps

Praia da pedreira Beautiful beach that is mostly deserted of
tourists Google Maps

Visit The Rocha Negra Distillery & Shop As you leave Villa
Franca you can’t turn down the opportunity to visit the rocha
Negra Distillery & shop to pick up a local gin or some local

Nossa Senhora da Paz A small but beautiful chapel with
stunning views as you look over the hills of Villa Franca to the
ocean beyond Google Maps

Vila Franca Museum Museum that tells the story of Villa
France, the original capital of Sao Miguel Google Maps

The Pond Brasserie / Bar - This is a locals only place for a
beer (or two.) Walk through the front door and grab a beer.
Google Maps

liqueurs Google Maps

LANDMARKS, BEACHES & THERMAL POOLS
Gorreana Tea Plantation While on the island of São Miguel,

Visit the Oldest Lighthouse in the Azores On the remote east

Poca Da Dona Beija Thermal pools, small but very popular with

you’ll have the opportunity to visit the oldest, and currently

coast of Sao Miguel lies Farol do Arnel, the oldest lighthouse in

locals so be sure to go outside of peak hours Google Maps

the only, tea plantation in Europe. The Gorreana Tea

the Azores. It’s only open on Wednesdays, but worth visiting on

Plantation has been in the family for ﬁve generations,

other days of the week because of its stunning location. If you

cultivating tea since 1883 and currently producing about 33

want to visit it and the small, attractive ﬁshing community

tons of tea per year. During your visit, explore the grounds of

nearby, be aware of the extremely steep, winding road that

the 32-acre plantation, enjoy a complimentary cup of freshly

leads there. Small cars have been known to get stuck at the

picked tea, and take a step back in time as you admire the

bottom, without enough power to get back up again Google

original Marshalls machinery dating back to the 1840s

Maps

Mosteiros Beach Small beach next to the town. Peaceful and a
great place to see the sunset Google Maps

affordable (€6 adult/€3 child as of November 2016). Terra
Nostra is said to be one of the prettiest parks in all of Europe.
Here you will ﬁnd over 2,500 trees, a collection of endemic
plant species, a fern garden, and a garden of annual ﬂowers
and plants, in addition to several geothermal pools in which

Praia Do Degredo One of our favourite beaches on the island.
Mostly deserted and quiet, it's a stunning place to slow down
and watch the ocean. Google Maps

you are welcome to take a dip Google Maps
Praia dos Moinhos Feels like a hidden beach. Watch out for the
Calura Beach & Agua de Pau Village Small, yet gorgeous,

or head straight to the thermal pools. A wonderful place to relax
Google Maps

Caldeira Velha Take a walk to these pools, and hang out in what
looks like a scene from Jurassic Park Google Maps

Google Maps

Terra Nostra Park Entrance into the park is still very

Terra Nostra Gardens Take a walk through the majestic gardens,

rip curls. Bars and restaurants are very close by Google Maps

Calura Beach deﬁnitely warrants a visit. You can access the
beach via a set of stairs and admire the rocky cliffs that

Praia de Santa Barbara While on the north shore, the Praia de

surround the bay from ground level.

Santa Barbara beach is well worth a visit. It can get busy
during the summer, in the winter months it has some striking
views (a warm jumper is recommended to guard against the
Atlantic winds.)

OTHER PLACES OF INTEREST
Pineapples Arruda This is a working pineapple plantation

Caloura As you leave the village following the regional road,

Poca Da Dona Beija Thermal pools, small but very popular with

where you can see the growing process. The fruits from the

continue on to the miradouro (lookout point) that provides

locals so be sure to go outside of peak hours Google Maps

Azores are very different to the pineapples you will ﬁnd

stunning views of the town of Caloura below. Further down the

elsewhere. Taking up to 2 years to grow, this is a really

coastal road is another pull-out where ﬁshermen park to reel in

interesting place to visit Google Maps

their daily catch and visitors pause to take in the coastal views.

Views of the ocean There are several great look out points as

Lagoa do Canario There is a small sign for this lake which you

you drive along the coast

might miss if you are not watching carefully. A short walk leads

Terra Nostra Gardens Take a walk through the majestic gardens,
or head straight to the thermal pools. A wonderful place to relax
Google Maps

you to the tree enclosed lake. Protected from the wind, this lake
Calura Beach & Agua de Pau Village Small, yet gorgeous,
Calura Beach deﬁnitely warrants a visit. You can access the

has a mirror like effect and is a relaxing spot to take a break

looks like a scene from Jurassic Park Google Maps

from the world Google Maps

tourists Google Maps

Ilhéu de Vila Franca do Campo The Ilhéu of Vila Franca do
Campo is one of the biggest attractions on the island. Within the
volcano is a natural swimming pool, circular in its interior
Between June and September you can visit by using the service
between the Port of Vila Franca do Campo and Ilhéu (note you
have to buy tickets in advance and they are limited in number –
Book here) Google Maps
- Insider tip: Book this though your hotel or online. Tickets sell out
well in advance during the summer

Visit The Rocha Negra Distillery & Shop As you leave Villa

Nossa Senhora da Paz A small but beautiful chapel with

Franca you can’t turn down the opportunity to visit the rocha

stunning views as you look over the hills of Villa Franca to the

Negra Distillery & shop to pick up a local gin or some local

ocean beyond Google Maps

beach via a set of stairs and admire the rocky cliffs that
surround the bay from ground level. When you’ve had your ﬁll

Castelo Branco This is a must visit on the island. The lookout is

of sand and sea, head to the nearby village of Agua de Pau.

the perfect spot for a photo or just a relaxing place to take in

Wander through the village admiring its colourful buildings,

the clean air of the islands Google Maps

lush garden, and the Church of Nossa Senhora dos Anjos.
Praia da pedreira Beautiful beach that is mostly deserted of
Poça da Dona Beija If you are coming to Sao Miguel, one of

Caldeira Velha Take a walk to these pools, and hang out in what

the top things to do is visit the thermal baths. Good to enjoy
come rain or shine. Remember to take old swimwear and old
towels! Relaxing and very good for the 'gram (as the kids
say.) Google Maps

liqueurs Google Maps
The Pond Brasserie / Bar - This is a locals only place for a
beer (or two.) Walk through the front door and grab a beer.
Google Maps

Vila Franca Museum Museum that tells the story of Villa France,
the original capital of Sao Miguel Google Maps

Served in the following bars:

Named after the Portuguese word for whale, Baleia is distilled
overlooking the never-ending Atlantic Ocean on the island of São

Sao Miguel:

Miguel.

- The Gin Library
- Senhora da Rosa Rooftop
- Azor Hotel
- Tuka Tula
- Sunset Beach Bar
- Ta Gente
- Louvre Cafe
- Baixa d’Areia Lounge Bar
- Lava Jazz Bar
- Sensi Nature Hotel
- Furnas Boutique Hotel

Blending traditional botanicals such as juniper, citrus and rosemary
with seaweed sustainably sourced from the waters around the island.
Baleia gin has an exceptionally smooth ﬂavour, mixing a touch of
sweetness with the salt of the ocean.
Every bottle sold supports marine conservation projects in the region,
through a donation to The Ocean Azores Foundation. Baleia can be
enjoyed exclusively at the following bars. Each venue donates €2 from
each Baleia & Tonic to the Ocean Azores Foundation.

- Furnas Forrest Living
- Otaka

For more information see baleiagin.com

- Fiji Sushi
- Tasquinha Vieira
- Saca-Rolhas Taberna
Faial:
- Oceanic Cafe
Pico:
- Cellar Bar

FROM THE OCEAN

FOR THE OCEAN

BALEIAGIN.COM

WHERE WE EAT: THE INSIDERS GUIDE
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

Casa Nostra Açores: Ponta Delgada New and cool kid on

Supléxio: Ponta Delgada This is the best burger place in town.

the block in 2022. And what a place. Focusing on local, fresh

A small, cool and hip restaurant this cuts back on the frills to

produce this is a modern take on Azorean and Portuguese

focus on what they do best, and that is the burgers. Queues

cuisine Google Maps

can get long at lunchtimes so go early or go a little later (after 2

Mercado da Vila Fine dining comes to Villa France with not 1 but
2 Michelin chefs. The food is spectacular and a reasonable price
for what you eat. Views inside and outside the building are
spectacular - A must visit Google Maps

pm) and it can be easier to get a table. Google Maps
Casa Nostra Brunch & Tapas Bar Opposite the restaurant
and part of the same concept, the Brasserie serves lighter

Atlantico Grill: Vila Franca This is a beautiful restaurant

meals and has some excellent vegetarian options. Very good

located just opposite the harbour of Vila Franca. Gourmet food

for early morning coffee and brunch Google Maps

matched by excellent service. Highly recommended. Google
Maps

Magma Restaurant, Senhora da Rosa Nature Hotel: Fajã de
Baixo A fancy restaurant in a fancy hotel heroeing local

Cais Da Sardinha This is a modern restaurant located at the

seasonal ﬂavours. Miss this place and you will be missing one

top of Ponta Delgada, just above the fort. Great views of the

of the best local restaurants in São Miguel. It’s that good.

harbour and an expensive menu make this a favourite place to

Google Maps

eat Google Maps

Restaurante Cais 20: São Roque Best known for its ﬁsh and

Mané Cigano A locals only place most of the time, this is a

seafood, this long established restaurant is a crowd-pleasing

place you could walk by and miss. Don't. It has the best ﬁsh in

place. Casual and yet also special, it is the perfect place for a

Ponta Delgada, as you will see by the bustling trade of locals

hearty lunch or dinner. Go for a window table overlooking the

coming in and out for lunch Google Maps

ocean. Google Maps
Saca-Rolhas Taberna: Relva This is a hidden restaurant
Tasquinha Vieira: Ponta Delgada Modern Azorean cuisine in

behind the airport on a small road. This local gem is worth

this cosy, high-end place. Reservations in advance are

checking out while on the island. Booking in advance highly

essential. One of the best on the island Google Maps

recommended. Google Maps

P’Alma Sushi: Ponta Delgada A nice intimate sushi restaurant
located in the center of town. Google Maps

Restaurante da Associação Agrícola: Rabo de Peixe A large
modern restaurant run by the Agricultural Association. Mainly
steaks and other meat dishes. If you have a car well worth a visit.
Booking (especially at night and at weekends) is highly
recommended. Google Maps

Tuká Tulá Bar: Ribeira Grande With a backdrop to one of the
longest beaches this north coast bar is a ﬁrm favourite of locals
and tourists alike. Great views and great food. Google Maps

Pizzaria Rosárium: Lagoa This is a hidden gem in Lagoa (5
minute drive from the Solar Branco Eco Estate meaning we go
there a lot). It may be small, but the pizzas are delicious and you
won’t regret visiting. It has a small eating area and is also good
for takeaways. Google Maps

RESTAURANTS - PONTA DELGADA
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

Saca-Rolhas Taberna This is a hidden restaurant behind the

Casa Da Rosa – This has one of the best lunches in town. A set

Taberna Açor Simple, delicious Azorean and Portuguese food.

airport on a small road. This local gem is worth checking out

menu that is changed daily, but still great value. Also serves

Should be on the list for any visit to Ponta Delgada. Google Maps

while on the island. Booking in advance highly recommended

dinner. Google Maps

Google Maps

Boca de Cena A one-man show restaurant. Well-liked by
Louvre Michaelense Really nice vegetarian and vegan food

Magma Restaurant, Senhora da Rosa Nature Hotel A fancy

options. This is a cafe in the center of town, so you can people

restaurant in a fancy hotel heroeing local seasonal ﬂavours.

watch as you eat. Google Maps

Miss this place and you will be missing one of the best local
restaurants in São Miguel. It’s that good. Google Maps

everyone. Small and cosy, well located in the town. Google Maps

Tasquinha Vieira This is a cosy, high-end place and reservations
in advance are essential. One of the best on the island. Google

Casa Do Bife O Galego Great location in town and the steaks

Maps

are excellent! Well worth visiting but can get busy when a
A Colmeia Asia This Asian inspired restaurant does

cruise ship is in town or at busy times so best to make a

everything right. Cozy, great service makes this a great place

reservation. Google Maps

for an intimate dinner. Google Maps

Mané Cigano This is a local favorite where the food is cheap.
Locals love it and it is easy to see why when you eat here. With
tasty and cheap dishes with friendly service, this is a great place

Supléxio This is the best burger place in town. A small, cool
Calcada do Cais A beautiful, modern restaurant right in the

and hip restaurant this cuts back on the frills to focus on what

heart of Ponta Delgada. The food is fresh and the service

they do best, and that is the burgers. Queues can get long at

excellent. Google Maps

lunchtimes so go early or go a little later (after 2 pm) and it may
be easier to get a table Google Maps

Restaurante Cais 20: São Roque Best known for its ﬁsh and

to stop by if you fancy an un-fussy meal. Google Maps

A Tasca This is a favourite restaurant of tourists and well-heeled
locals. Near Ponta Delgada Matriz church, this restaurant
presents you the typical Azorean food. It can be difﬁcult to ﬁnd a
table if you don't book it in advance. Google Maps

seafood, this long established restaurant is a crowd-pleasing

Casa Marisca This is a tucked away local, family restaurant

place. Casual and yet also special, it is the perfect place for a

Popular with the locals at lunch, it may serve simple food, but it

hearty lunch or dinner. Go for a window table overlooking the

is nothing short of delicious Google Maps

ocean Google Maps

Restaurante Adega - A locals hang out that serves traditional
Azorean food. Unfussy, simple and delicious. Go early for lunch or
dinner and enjoy a local meal in the heart of the city. Google Maps

Restaurante Gastrónomo Well regarded local restaurant,
Fiji - Sushi Experience Azores A great place for sushi just

focusing on ﬁsh. Great service and an unfussy decor make this

outside of the city center. Google Maps

a ﬁrm favourite Google Maps

RESTAURANTS - PONTA DELGADA
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

Restaurante À terra A top-end restaurant located in the Azor

O Churrasco This is a modern restaurant in the center of town.

Casa Do Bife O Galego Located just outside of Ponta Delgada

Hotel on the ﬁrst ﬂoor. Get a window view and enjoy the view

Excellent food is matched by the service. Highly recommended.

and the steaks are excellent! Well worth visiting but can get busy

as much as dinner. Google Maps

Google Maps

when a cruise ship is in town or at busy times so best to make a
reservation Google Maps

Restaurante Cervejaria O Carlos Local restaurants with local

Õtaka This is one of the highest rated restaurants in Sao

food. The simple decor lets the food shine. Google Maps

Miguel. Japanese food with a price tag to match. For a special

Sunset Beach Restaurant & Bar This is a local favourite. A simply

dinner this is one people like. Booking in advance for dinner is

stunning location right on the beach, friendly staff and both inside

essential Google Maps

and outside dining areas. Steaks are reasonably priced and the

Jewel of India Indian food in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean.

wine menu is excellent. You really can't ask for more than that

Great place for a quiet meal Google Maps
CUT A high end restaurant with a modern feel that is more akin
OTAKA One of the best local restaurants on São Miguel. The
sushi is stunning. Booking in advance is essential. Google

Google Maps

to Lisbon rather than Ponta Delgada. Friendly service makes
this a popular place to eat and drink Google Maps

Borda d'Água One of the best ﬁsh restaurants on the island. Well
worth a visit Google Maps

Maps
Restaurante Floresta Super local place. The menu is hand
Restaurante O Museu Unfussy, local fare served at this

written on a napkin. A place well worth visiting Google Maps

Varandas Avenida Nice cafe in the center of town (close to the
fort and Marina) where you can get a light lunch. Google Maps

restaurant Google Maps
O Giro The locals love a cheap but quality buffet for lunch and
O Galego While it may not look like much from the outside,

who doesn't! This is a great place Google Maps

this place for an authentic Azorean meal Google Maps

Colmeia Asian focused restaurant located in Hotel Colagion.

Michel Restaurant This is a cosy, family style and easy going
restaurant. But don't let that fool you. This is high-end,

Focaccia Fancy some simple, tasty Italian food? Then Focaccia is

well-cooked fare and a great place for dinner. Google Maps

the place for you. Homely and warm during the winter, chairs
outside for summer dining this is a local favourite and it’s easy to

Very central location in Ponta Delgada Google Maps
Taberna Açor Simple, delicious Azorean and Portuguese food.
Restaurante Mariserra This is a small, cosy place located in
the centre of town. Best known for the ﬁsh, this is a quiet
whole in the wall type of place. Google Maps

P’Alma Sushi A nice sushi restaurant located in the center of
town. Lovely, attentive staff compliments the place Google Maps

this is where every local who loves steak goes. Be sure to visit

Should be on the list for any visit to Ponta Delgada Google
Maps

see why. Google Maps

RESTAURANTS - PONTA DELGADA
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

Nonnas Teeth & Tomatoes Friendly staff and a wild paint job
greet you. Pizzas are authentic and it’s a great location in
town Google Maps

Namaste Índia We have 2 good Indian restaurants and this
is one of them. Good indian food (and beer.) Love this place
and worth a visit Google Maps

Restaurante Namaste Índia This is an authentic, lovely
Indian restaurant in the heart of Ponta Delgada - If you love
all things curry and spice this is the place for you Google
Maps

RESTAURANTS - RIBEIRA GRANDE
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

Restaurante da Associacao This is a very nice restaurant but

Restaurante Farias Well liked local restaurant for steak and

it is out of town, so assuming you have a car well worth a

octopus. The decor might not be special but the food and price

visit. Booking (especially at night and at week-ends is highly

are Google Maps

recommended Google Maps
Tio Lanches Don’t let the look of the place fool you from the
Tuká Tulá Bar With a backdrop to one of the longest beaches

outside. Wonderful burgers are served here with friendly staff

this bar is a ﬁrm favourite of locals and tourists alike Google

Google Maps

Maps

Restaurante O Silva A great restaurant in Riberia Grande
and well worth visiting for dinner. Excellent food and wine
complimented by service to match Google Maps

Restaurante Monte Verde One of the top ﬁsh restaurants on
the north side of the island Google Maps

Quinta dos Sabores Book dinner here and enjoy some of the
most local ingredients on the island. Literally, as everything is
grown on the estate and grounds. Fantastic atmosphere
makes this a ﬁrm favourite Google Maps

RESTAURANTS - FURNAS
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

À Terra at Furnas Boutique Hotel This is a 40-minute drive

Terra Nostra Garden Restaurant For cozido das Furnas baked

here from Ponta Delgada. Try cheese from São Jorge, ﬁsh

in the earth, book lunch at this Art Deco hotel restaurant with

baked on hot stones, fresh and unusual salads or fantastic

views across the botanical gardens Google Maps

pizza straight from their wood-ﬁred oven Google Maps

Restaurante Miroma If you are in Furnas then this is the
restaurant to eat in. With a covered outside area, you can
soak in the peace and quiet of the area, all while enjoying
some authentic Azorean cuisine Google Maps

A Quinta If you want to try the local cozido then this is a
much better place to go than the more famous Tony's. Set in
a quiet garden, this space is stunning, quiet and the food is as
good as you will get in Furnas Google Maps

Restaurante Miroma If you are in Furnas then this is the
restaurant to eat in. With a covered outside area, you can
soak in the peace and quiet of the area, all while enjoying
some authentic Azorean cuisine Google Maps

RESTAURANTS - AROUND THE ISLAND
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

Lagoa:

Calora:

Pizzaria Rosárium: Lagoa This is a hidden gem in Lagoa (5

Bar Caloura Low-key bar for lunch or even better a G&T

minute drive from the Solar Branco Eco Estate meaning we

sundowner with dinner. This unassuming place is one of the

go there a lot). It may be small, but the pizzas are delicious

best for fresh seafood lovers. It is what they do. Give the

and you won’t regret visiting. It has a small eating area and is

burgers a miss Google Maps

also good for takeaways. Google Maps

Ribeira Quente:
Casa do Abel From the same people who own Bar Caloura, I

Restaurante Paladares Da Quinta (Lagoa) Great restaurant

think has to be one of my favourite restaurants on the island

for Portuguese meat and ﬁsh dishes. In the summer you can

for meat, speciﬁcally steaks. The wonderful food is well

eat outside. Google Maps

matched by the ambiance and staff. What you get here is
simply the best selection of meat on the island. A ﬁrm favourite

Borda d'Água A simple, small restaurant in Lagoa, favored
by the locals who love ﬁsh. When we say fresh, you can

so make sure this is on your list for a visit. Reservations
essential Google Maps

literally see the ﬁshing boats from the window as you eat
Google Maps

Ponta Garcia:
Costaneira Restaurante This is a local favourite restaurant and

Vila Franca:
Atlantico Grill (Vila Franca) This is a beautiful restaurant

the mackerel is a sell out at every lunch. This is a simple local
place, expect the best fresh ﬁsh Google Maps

located just opposite the harbour of Villa Franca. Gourmet
food matched by excellent service. Highly recommended

Porto Formoso:

Google Maps

Casa de Pasto - o Amaral This is a place all about ﬁsh. And
that is just perfect for a place such as this. Enjoy! Google Maps

Sabores da Vizinha (Vila Franca) Located in the charming
town of Villa Franca. This is a family run, small restaurant

Moofana Head to this outdoor snack bar with a view to enjoy a

serving ﬁsh and meat. The ﬁsh is caught daily from the

local incon, the bafana or a burger Google Maps

ﬁshing boats that you see opposite the restaurant. Go early
and beat the lunchtime crowds Google Maps

Ginetes:
'O Sole Mio Great local pizza joint. Simple and unfussy as
sometimes all you want is some comfort food. Popular with locals
Google Maps

Konteiras Quiosque Great sundown drinks bar. Take a drink on
the terrace and enjoy some local beer Google Maps

Restaurante Ponta do Garajau Tucked away in the quaint
seaside town of Ribeira Quente. This restaurant is well known for
its locally sourced seafood. The produce is all fresh, the service is
excellent and the place is understandably busy a lot of the time
Google Maps

VISIT THE GIN LIBRARY

SEE EUROPE’S LARGEST GIN COLLECTION

Named after the Portuguese word for whale, Baleia is distilled overlooking the
never-ending Atlantic Ocean on the island of São Miguel.
Blending traditional botanicals such as juniper, citrus and rosemary with seaweed
sustainably sourced from the waters around the island. Baleia gin has an
exceptionally smooth ﬂavour, mixing a touch of sweetness with the salt of the ocean.
Every bottle sold supports marine conservation projects in the region, through a
donation to The Ocean Azores Foundation. Baleia can be enjoyed exclusively at the
following bars. Each venue donates €1 from each Baleia & Tonic to the Ocean Azores
Foundation.
Reservations in advance strongly recommended. Babies and children under 16 are not
allowed entry into The Gin Library or Estate grounds. Book at gin-library.com

SEE MORE:
GIN-LIBRARY.COM

VEGETARIAN & VEGAN OPTIONS
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

Vegan Cozido / cooked in the volcano (Note this is a private

Louvre Michaelense Really nice vegetarian and vegan food

Casa Nostra Açores Brasserie Located opposite to the

dining experience and is only offered for a minimum of 4

options. This is a cafe in the center of town, so you can people

restaurant of the same name this has some great vegetarian

adults.) Fancy dinner cooked in a volcano? This modern take

watch as you eat Google Maps

and vegan options Google Maps

on the traditional Cozido, takes only local, organic ingredients
to make a delicious slow cooked meal. Your experience
includes a trip to see dinner come out of the volcano cooking
spot and wine See more

Casa Do Rosa Located in the center of town, this restaurant
has vegetarian options for lunch and dinner. Great value food
and service makes this a favourite of both tourists and locals
alike Google Maps

Rotas Well known, and often busy. Good food and service.
Booking in advance is a must Google Maps

Intz 48 Located in the center of town, this cafe has vegan pizza
and burgers Google Maps

Quinta dos Sabores Book dinner here and enjoy some of the
most local ingredients on the island. Let them know you are
vegetarian and they will ensure your menu is all the plants.
Fantastic atmosphere makes this a ﬁrm favourite Google Maps

Feet Green Yes it has an odd name and yes you would walk
past this without knowing it is here. But don't miss this lovely
vegetarian cafe, one of the nicest on the island. Friendly service
and a view on the roof that is simply wonderful. Opening hours

Santo Seitan The new vegan restaurant in town. Building on
the success of their take away business this is sure to be a hit
with both vegans and meat eaters due to the high quality,
ﬂavourful food on offer Google Maps

Senhora da Rosa One of the best hotel restaurants on the
island, with very good vegan options Google Maps

are best checked online Google Maps

DESSERT HEAVEN
TELL THEM ALI FROM THE SOLAR BRANCO ECO ESTATE SENT YOU

La Gelateria Located at the top of town this is a must go

Padaria Flora This is called the best bakery on the island. And

place for ice cream lovers! Google Maps

when you visit this hidden gem at the end of a suburban street,
it isn’t hard to see why. Local cakes can be found here to

Intz 48 A lovely selection of chocolate, coffee and lemon

satisfy any sweet tooth Google Maps

cakes as well as ice creams Google Maps
Massa Mae Açores While not speciﬁcally a dessert ship. This
Louvre Michaelense Cakes, buns, egg tarts and all things
sugary galore. You shouldn't, but good luck resisting this
place. They also have vegan desserts to choose from. So
everyone can get their sweet ﬁx Google Maps

Confeitaria A Colmeia If you want a taste of the Azores, this
a place to go. Go for the Queijada cakes, similar to a
Portuguese egg tart but with orange and pineapple Google
Maps

NUT Love chocolate and sweet things? You’ll be in nut-tella
heaven here! Google Maps

artisan bakery has some of the best bread on the island and
well worth shopping by Google Maps

BARS & NIGHTLIFE
The Gin Library Housing the world's largest private collection

Senhora da Rosa rooftop bar This is the top rooftop bar in the

of gin, this is a paradise for lovers of all things juniper. Come

Azores. The views are breathtaking, the music chilled and the

here for the perfect Gin and Tonic and even learn how to

gin and tonics served, sublime. A perfect spot to watch the

make your own gin Google Maps

sunset Google Maps

Ta Gente This is the second best bar in Ponta Delgada (after

Raiz Bar A late night bar that opens at 22:00 and closes in the

The Gin Library of course.) Amazing cocktails as well as

early morning. Busy at the week-ends with live music Google

tapas style food make this a favourite late night hang out

Maps

Google Maps
Azores Forever Cafe A lovely local cafe run by husband and
Louvre Michaelense By day this cafe does lunch and cakes,

wife team, Maria & Andy. From serving the best English tea on

by night it becomes a cool, hang out bar. Expect a chilled out

the island, to their highly popular, "Saturday night Fish & Chips"

vibe and a negroni to die for Google Maps

You will be sure of a good time Google Maps

Tropical Neptune Late night local hang out. Great cocktails

Lava Jazz Bar A great place for late night drinks. Located right

and a cool, neon vibe Google Maps

in the heart of the city Google Maps

The Fort A beautiful location overlooking the ocean makes

Baixa d'Areia Lounge Bar This bar is located in Caloura and

this a must go bar for those long summer Azorean Atlantic

overlooks the ocean. Quiet and peaceful with an amazing view.

evenings Google Maps

Take in everything that is the Azores here Google Maps

WWB Rooftop Bar Come for a drink and watch the sunset

Supléxio This place doesn't just do burgers. It also does craft

over the marina. Better than most hotel bars Google Maps

beers Google Maps

